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Organizational Change  
Intland Software strengthens leadership by Naming Houssem Ben Abderrahman as Vice 
President of Worldwide Sales 

Stuttgart, Germany, July 23rd 
In response to record growth in the first half of 2020, Intland Software has strengthened its 
leadership team by naming Houssem Ben Abderrahman as Vice President of Worldwide 
Sales. Houssem will have direct responsibility for all customer-facing employees at Intland 
to help Intland’s customers in adopting an Agile and innovative development approach. 
Houssem joined Intland Software in July 2019. He brings more than 18 years of sales 
experience within the software industry to Intland. 

As part of this leadership change, Andreas Pabinger has been named Vice President 
Automotive leading Intland's growth acceleration initiative within the automotive market. 
With the recent addition of one of the largest German automakers, Intland now serves all 
major German OEMs. This new team will focus on strategic cooperation with leading OEMs 
and automotive suppliers to accelerate innovation, digitalization, and industry convergence 
towards future mobility and sustainability. Andreas joined Intland Software in November 
2016. He brings more than 24 years of senior management experience within the software 
and hardware industry to Intland. 
 

About Intland Software 

Intland Software is the developer and vendor of industry-leading software tools for the delivery of safety-critical 
technology. The company’s flagship products codeBeamer ALM and Intland Retina are fully integrated end-to-end 
Application Lifecycle Management software platforms with regulatory compliance support. The recently released 
Intland Retina provides all-in one requirements, risk, and test management capabilities with digital quality 
management and audit control support for regulated industries. Intland Software’s tools help reduce the time, 
risks, and costs of product innovation and regulatory compliance. 

Follow @intland on Twitter, Linkedin, or find out more at https://intland.com/. 
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